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Abstract
Background and Objectives
In spinocerebellar ataxia, ataxia onset can be preceded by mild clinical manifestation, cerebellar
and/or brainstem alterations, or biomarker modifications. READISCA is a prospective, longi-
tudinal observational study of patients with spinocerebellar ataxia type 1 (SCA1) and 3 (SCA3) to
provide essential markers for therapeutic interventions. We looked for clinical, imaging, or
biological markers that are present at an early stage of the disease.

Methods
We enrolled carriers of a pathologic ATXN1 or ATXN3 expansion and controls from 18 US and
2 European ataxia referral centers. Clinical, cognitive, quantitative motor, neuropsychological
measures and plasma neurofilament light chain (NfL) measurements were compared between
expansion carriers with and without ataxia and controls.

Results
We enrolled 200 participants: 45 carriers of a pathologic ATXN1 expansion (31 patients with
ataxia [median Scale for the Assessment and Rating of Ataxia: 9; 7–10] and 14 expansion carriers
without ataxia [1; 0–2]) and 116 carriers of a pathologic ATXN3 expansion (80 patients with
ataxia [7; 6–9] and 36 expansion carriers without ataxia [1; 0–2]). In addition, we enrolled 39
controls who did not carry a pathologic expansion in ATXN1 or ATXN3. Plasma NfL levels were
significantly higher in expansion carriers without ataxia than controls, despite similar mean age
(controls: 5.7 pg/mL, SCA1: 18.0 pg/mL [p < 0.0001], SCA3: 19.8 pg/mL [p < 0.0001]).
Expansion carriers without ataxia differed from controls by significantly more upper motor signs
(SCA1 p = 0.0003, SCA3 p = 0.003) and by the presence of sensor impairment and diplopia in
SCA3 (p = 0.0448 and 0.0445, respectively). Functional scales, fatigue and depression scores,
swallowing difficulties, and cognitive impairment were worse in expansion carriers with ataxia than
those without ataxia. Ataxic SCA3 participants showed extrapyramidal signs, urinary dysfunction,
and lower motor neuron signs significantly more often than expansion carriers without ataxia.

Discussion
READISCA showed the feasibility of harmonized data acquisition in a multinational network. NfL
alterations, early sensory ataxia, and corticospinal signswere quantifiable between preataxic participants
and controls. Patients with ataxia differed in many parameters from controls and expansion carriers
without ataxia, with a graded increase of abnormalmeasures fromcontrol to preataxic to ataxic cohorts.
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Trial Registration Information
ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03487367.

The READISCA study is a multinational longitudinal obser-
vational study of spinocerebellar ataxias type 1 (SCA1) and 3
(SCA3) with preataxic and early ataxic cohorts. Several pro-
spective cohorts that include ataxic or preataxic participants
exist, such as EUROSCA,1 RISCA,3,4 CRC-SCA,5 and BIG-
PRO,6 but READISCA is the first one to pool European and
American participants with SCA. READISCA aims to com-
pare their clinical profiles with control individuals and analyze
early clinical, imaging, and blood biomarker features.

The clinical hallmark of SCAs is progressive cerebellar ataxia.
The most common among the 48 autosomal, dominantly
inherited disease loci are SCA1, SCA2, and SCA3. They are
caused by translated unstable CAG repeat expansions in
ATXN1, 2, and 3, respectively. Ataxia manifesting as gait
disturbance, incoordination of upper limb movements, cere-
bellar eye movements, and dysarthria in SCA1 and 3 is often
associated with pyramidal signs. A nonexhaustive list of other
symptoms can appear during the course of the disease in-
cluding ophthalmoparesis in SCA1, and dystonia and par-
kinsonism in SCA3.7,8,16 In SCAs with expansions of CAG
repeats encoding polyglutamines, ataxia onset usually occurs
at age 30–40 years for these SCAs.7,9 Individuals with longer
CAG repeats have an earlier onset of ataxia, and the repeat
length explains 44%–75% of the variability in age at onset.10

Ataxia onset can be preceded by mild clinical manifestations,
such as diplopia in SCA3, nerve conduction abnormalities,
and cerebellar and brainstem volume loss.3,11-16 This early
preataxic stage is of particular interest because it could provide
an intended period for preventive intervention. The optimum
time of introducing neuroprotective measures to defer onset
or slow the rate of disease progression is likely the preataxic
stage.

A sufficient number of study participants are critical to con-
duct a conclusive clinical trial. Establishing large, well-
characterized cohorts is particularly important because of
the interindividual variability of age at onset and severity. We
report here the baseline clinical and blood biomarker data
from this longitudinal study with the aim of identifying the
features that distinguish healthy from preataxic and early-
stage disease in SCA1 and SCA3.

Methods
Patients
We report the baseline READISCA data. Participants were
enrolled between 2018 and 2020, and the clinical database was
locked in December 2020 after inclusion of 200 participants.
Individuals with SCA1 or SCA3 were recruited from 18 US
and 2 European ataxia referral centers (eAppendix 2, links.lww.
com/WNL/C644). The recruitment target was 200 individ-
uals, including 60 early-stage patients, 60 preataxic expansion
carriers, 60 50% at-risk participants, and 20 patients, who had a
Scale for the Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA) score
<10 during the previous (2009–2012) natural history study4

(previously early-stage) and additional controls according to
eTable 1 (links.lww.com/WNL/C643). The sample size was
guided by feasibility to enroll preataxic and very early-stage
participants at these sites. Patients were eligible when they had
progressive, otherwise unexplained, cerebellar ataxia and a
positive molecular genetic test for a pathologic CAG repeat
expansion in ATXN1 or ATXN3. Exclusion criteria were a
known genotype consistent with other inherited ataxias, con-
comitant disorder(s) that affects assessment of presence or
severity of ataxia during this study, investigational drugs taken
in 2 months before participation in the study, changes in co-
ordinative physical and occupational therapy for ataxia in 2
months before study entry, and unwillingness to provide a
DNA sample at the enrollment in the study. Confirmatory
genotyping for SCA1 and SCA3 was performed on blood
samples obtained at the baseline visit. For 50% at-risk partic-
ipants, genotyping results were released to the participant’s
designated physician or genetic counselor after a release of
information form had been signed. Genetic counseling for the
disclosure of DNA results was part of the procedure.
Asymptomatic participants, who received positive DNA re-
sults, were included in the preataxic carrier group, while those
with negative results were included in the control group.

Patients were categorized into 3 groups: patients with ataxia
(early-stage and previously early-stage patients), preataxic
participants (known preataxic SCA1 or SCA3 expansion
carriers and those among the 50% at-risk individuals), and
controls (controls and participants who were not expansion
carriers among the 50% at-risk individuals) (Figure 1).

Glossary
CCAS = cerebellar cognitive affective syndrome; CCFS = Composite Cerebellar Functional Severity Score; EQ-5D = EuroQol
5D; FARS-ADL = Friedreich Ataxia Activities of Daily Living; FSS = Fatigue Severity Scale; INAS = Inventory of Nonataxia
Signs;NfL = neurofilament light chain; PHQ-9 = Patient Health Questionnaire 9; SARA = Scale for the Assessment and Rating
of Ataxia; SCA1 = spinocerebellar ataxia type 1; SCA3 = spinocerebellar ataxia type 3.
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The study was approved by the ethics committees of the
participating centers according to the Declaration of Helsinki.
Written informed consent was obtained from all study par-
ticipants at enrolment. The study protocol is available
online.17 The authors have received consent forms from any
participant in a study and have them on file in case they are
requested by the editor. The study was registered on Clin-
icalTrials.gov (NCT03487367).

Outcomes
For the reported age at onset, we took the earliest age at onset
of any of the following symptoms: walking problems, speech
problems, vision, and “other” problems. The predicted age at
ataxia onset was calculated based on CAG repeat length as
reported for SCA1 carriers18 and for SCA3 carriers.19 For all
expansion carriers, we calculated an estimated time from
onset as the difference between the age at the visit and the
predicted age at ataxia onset. Negative estimated time from
onset corresponds to time to onset, while positive estimated
time from onset corresponds to the time from ataxia onset. A
expansion carrier without ataxia can have a positive estimated
time from onset if he has already exceeded his expected onset;
meanwhile, a patient with ataxia can have a negative estimated
time from onset if ataxia started earlier than expected. This
allows aligning all expansion carriers on the same disease
timeline.

We used the SARA scale to assess the presence and severity of
cerebellar ataxia.20 The SARA axial value was derived from the
SARA score by the sum of the gait, stance, sitting, and speech
disturbance items of the SARA and SARA appendicular by the
sum of the finger-chase, nose-finger test, fast alternating hand
movements, and heel-shin items of the SARA. The Com-
posite Cerebellar Functional Severity Score (CCFS) was ap-
plied.21 Extra cerebellar signs were assessed during a
neurologic examination with the Inventory of Nonataxia Signs

(INAS).22 The INAS list signs from neurologic examination,
and additional reported symptoms (diplopia, dysphagia, uri-
nary dysfunction, and cognitive complaint) were grouped into
16 nonataxia signs. The presence of each sign was given a
score of 1, and absence a score of 0, giving a maximum
number of nonataxia signs of 16. To analyze pathways, we
grouped several signs: (1) upper motoneuron involvement
was defined as at least 1 of these 3 items: hyperreflexia, ex-
tensor plantar reflex, and/or spasticity; (2) lower motoneuron
as at least 1 of these 3 items: distal paresis, muscle atrophy,
and/or fasciculations; (3) extrapyramidal as of at least 1 of
these 3 items: rigidity, resting tremor, and dystonia; (4)
nystagmus as of at least 1 of these 3 items: Downbeat-
nystagmus, gaze-evoked nystagmus on horizontal or vertical
testing; (5) ophthalmoparesis as the presence of vertical and/
or horizontal gaze limitations; and (6) saccadic dysmetria as
the presence of either hypometric or hypermetric saccades.

We assessed cognitive impairment with the Cerebellar Cog-
nitive Affective Syndrome (CCAS) scale,23 fatigue with the
Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS),24 and activities of daily living
with the Friedreich Ataxia Activities of Daily Living (FARS-
ADL) scale.25 Depressive symptoms were assessed with the
Patient Health Questionnaire 9 (PHQ-9),26,27 and as a
measure of health-related quality of life, we applied the
EuroQol 5D (EQ-5D) questionnaire.28 For the present
analysis, we used the EQ-5D visual analog scale.29

All investigators were experienced in the use of the applied
scales. For the SARA score, a web-based certification was
required.

Neurofilament Light Chain Measurements
We collected plasma samples on an EDTA tube anticoagulant,
frozen at −80°C, and stored in the local biobank (EU), or Bio-
SEND (biosend.org/) repository (US). Plasma neurofilament

Figure 1 Flowchart With the Distribution of the 200 Individuals Included According to the Inclusion Target Groups, the
Studied Categories, and the Genotype Groups

SCA1 = spinocerebellar ataxia type 1; SCA3 = spinocerebellar
ataxia type 3.
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Table 1 Characteristics of the Patients With a Pathologic ATXN1 Expansion According to the Subgroup (Control, Preataxic, and Ataxic)

Variable

READISCA participants p Value

Control group (n = 39) Preataxic group (n = 14) Ataxic group (n = 31) Global Control-preataxic Preataxic-ataxic Control-ataxic

Sex, women 18 (46.2) 10 (71.4) 17 (54.8) 0.2622 — — —

Age, y 38 (30.5–46.5) 39 (34.0–45.5) 47 (40.5–54.0) 0.0065a 0.8738 0.0619 0.0092a

Normal CAG repeat size — 30 (29–30) 29 (29–30) n = 30 — — 0.4811 —

Expanded CAG repeat size — 42 (42–45) 45 (43–49) n = 30 — — 0.0125a —

Age at onset, y — — 40.0 (32.0–48.3) n = 28 — — — —

Disease duration, y — — 6.5 (4.0–9.5) n = 29 — — — —

Estimated disease duration, y — −5.6 (−9.4–−0.8) 9.4 (4.1–11.1) n = 30 — — <0.0001a —

Plasma NfL, pg/mL 5.7 (4.3–7.2) n = 34 18.0 (12.3–21.9) n = 11 28.9 (23.2–34.4) n = 26 <0.0001a <0.0001a 0.0057a <0.0001a

SARA/max worse value 40 0 (0–1.4) n = 38 1.0 (0–2.0) n = 13 9.0 (7.0–9.5) — 0.2699 — —

SARA axial/max worse value 24 0 (0–0) n = 38 0 (0–1.0) n = 13 5.0 (4.0–5.0) — 0.2536 — —

SARA appendicular/max
worse value 16

0 (0–1.0) n = 38 0 (0–1.0) n = 13 4.0 (3.0–4.5) — 0.6184 — —

CCFS 0.875 (0.834–0.922) n = 32 0.861 (0.827–0.888) n = 10 0.993 (0.927–1.034) n = 22 0.0001a 0.537 0.0001a 0.0002a

CCAS 104.0 (100.3–109.0) n = 38 102.0 (99.8–105.8) n = 12 89.0 (83.0–97.3) n = 28 <0.0001a 0.719 0.0106a <0.0001a

CCAS failed >2 4 (10.5) n = 38 0 (0) n = 12 13 (50.0) n = 26 0.0001a 0.8542 0.0055a 0.0297a

PHQ-9/max worse 27 1.0 (0–3.0) 0 (0–3.0) n = 13 4.0 (1.0–8.5) 0.0062a 0.8426 0.0314a 0.016a

FSS/max worse 63 19.0 (12.5–24.5) 15.0 (13.5–19.8) n = 12 22.0 (13.5–32.5) 0.254 — — —

FARS-ADL/max worse 22 0 (0–1.0) 0 (0–1.0) n = 13 6.0 (3.1–8.4) n = 30 <0.0001a 0.9958 <0.0001a <0.0001a

Functional stage/max worse 7 0 (0–0) n = 37 0 (0–1.0) n = 12 2.0 (1.8–2.5) <0.0001a 0.1342 <0.0001a <0.0001a

EQ-5D/max worse 100 90.0 (80.0–90.0) 90.0 (85.0–98.0) n = 13 77.5 (70.0–88.8) n = 30 0.0007a 0.2342 0.0036a 0.0085a

INAS count/max worse value 16 0 (0–1.0) 2.0 (1.0–2.0) n = 13 2.0 (1.0–3.0) <0.0001a 0.0004a 0.2761 <0.0001a

Upper motoneuron signs 2 (5.1) 8 (61.5) n = 13 20 (64.5) <0.0001a 0.0003a 1 <0.0001a

Hyperreflexia 2 (5.1) 7 (53.8) n = 13 19 (61.3) <0.0001a 0.0015a 0.9926 <0.0001a

Extensor plantar reflex 0 (0) n = 37 2 (16.7) n = 12 3 (10.0) n = 30 0.0691 — — —

Spasticity 0 (0) 4 (30.8) n = 13 10 (32.3) 0.0006a 0.011a 1 0.0023a
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Table 1 Characteristics of the Patients With a Pathologic ATXN1 Expansion According to the Subgroup (Control, Preataxic, and Ataxic) (continued)

Variable

READISCA participants p Value

Control group (n = 39) Preataxic group (n = 14) Ataxic group (n = 31) Global Control-preataxic Preataxic-ataxic Control-ataxic

Lower motoneuron signs 0 (0) 1 (7.7) n = 13 4 (12.9) 0.076 — — —

Fasciculations 0 (0) 0 (0) n = 12 3 (9.7) 0.0772 — — —

Muscle atrophy 0 (0) 0 (0) n = 13 1 (3.2) 0.4279 — — —

Paresis 0 (0) 1 (7.7) n = 13 0 (0) 0.0655 — — —

Extrapyramidal signs 0 (0) 1 (7.7) n = 13 3 (9.7) 0.1493 — — —

Resting tremor 0 (0) 0 (0) n = 13 1 (3.2) 0.4279 — — —

Rigidity 0 (0) 1 (7.7) n = 13 2 (6.5) 0.2467 — — —

Dystonia 0 (0) 0 (0) n = 13 0 (0) — — — —

Areflexia 4 (10.3) 1 (7.7) n = 13 3 (9.7) 0.9638 — — —

Impaired vibration sense at ankles 3 (7.7) 2 (15.4) n = 13 16 (51.6) 0.0001a 0.9638 0.1664 0.0006a

Chorea/dyskinesia 0 (0) 1 (7.7) n = 13 0 (0) 0.0655 — — —

Nystagmus 2 (5.1) 3 (23.1) n = 13 8 (25.8) 0.0443a 0.3977 1 0.1075

Ophthalmoparesis 0 (0) 0 (0) n = 13 3 (9.7) 0.0735 — — —

Dysmetric saccades 1 (2.6) 0 (0) n = 13 20 (64.5) <0.001a 1 0.0016a <0.001a

Diplopia 0 (0) 0 (0) n = 13 5 (16.1) 0.0115a 0.5959 0.1023

Urinary dysfunction 1 (2.6) 0 (0) n = 13 5 (16.1) 0.0513 — — —

Dysphagia 0 (0) 0 (0) n = 13 17 (54.8) <0.0001a — 0.009a <0.0001a

Cramps 3 (7.7) 3 (23.1) n = 13 14 (45.2) 0.0013a 0.6051 0.5863 0.0036a

Abbreviations: CCAS = Cerebellar Cognitive Affective Syndrome; CCFS = Composite Cerebellar Functional Severity Score; EQ-5D = EuroQol 5D; FARS-ADL = Friedreich Ataxia Activities of Daily Living; FSS = Fatigue Severity Scale;
INAS = Inventory of Nonataxia Signs; IQR = interquartile range; NfL = neurofilament light chain; PHQ-9 = Patient Health Questionnaire 9; SARA = Scale for the Assessment and Rating of Ataxia; SCA1 = spinocerebellar ataxia type
1; SCA3 = spinocerebellar ataxia type 3.
Data are expressed as median (IQR) or frequency (%). N are mentioned only for the cells with missing data.
a Significant p-value (<0.05).
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Table 2 Characteristics of the Patients With a Pathologic ATXN3 Expansion According to the Subgroup (Control, Preataxic, and Ataxic)

Variable

READISCA participants p Value

Control group (n = 39) Preataxic group (n = 36) Ataxic group (n = 80) Global Control-preataxic Preataxic-ataxic Control-ataxic

Sex, women 18 (46.2) 23 (63.9) 41 (51.2) 0.2802 — — —

Age, y 38.0 (30.5–46.5) 36.0 (32.0–41.3) 48.5 (40.8–54.0) <0.0001a 0.9573 0.0001a 0.0009a

Normal CAG repeat size — 23 (21–26) 23 (20–24) n = 75 — — 0.2402 —

Expanded CAG repeat size — 70 (69–72) 72 (69–73) n = 79 — — 0.1238 —

Age at onset, y — — 41.0 (30.0–47.0) n = 74 — — — —

Disease duration, y — — 5.0 (3.0–9.8) n = 74 — — — —

Estimated disease duration, y — −2.2 (−6.8–3.4) 9.9 (5.5–13.6) n = 79 — — <0.0001a —

Plasma NfL, pg/mL 5.7 (4.3–7.2) 19.8 (13.9–27.3) n = 24 31.4 (26.4–36.4) n = 64 <0.0001a <0.0001a <0.0001a <0.0001a

SARA/max worse value 40 0 (0–1.4) n = 38 1.0 (0.4–2.0) 7.0 (5.5–8.5) — 0.0199a — —

SARA axial/max worse value 24 0 (0–0) n = 38 0 (0 to 1.0) 4.0 (3.0–5.0) — 0.0869 — —

SARA appendicular/max worse
value 16

0 (0–1.0) n = 38 0.5 (0–1.0) 3.5 (2.5–4.0) — 0.1496 — —

CCFS 0.875 (0.834–0.922) n = 32 0.851 (0.829–0.886) n = 29 0.963 (0.903–1.012) n = 71 <0.0001a 0.4116 <0.0001a <0.0001a

CCAS 104.0 (100.3–109.0) n = 38 101.0 (94.0–111.0) n = 33 94.0 (87.0–101.0) n = 75 <0.0001a 0.3769 0.0142a <0.0001a

CCAS failed >2 4 (10.5) n = 38 3 (9.1) n = 33 32 (42.1) n = 75 0.0001a 1 0.0059a 0.0066a

PHQ-9/max worse 27 1.0 (0–3.0) 2.0 (1.0–5.3) 4.0 (2.0–8.0) n = 79 0.0012a 0.2973 0.0914 0.0017a

FSS/max worse 63 19.0 (12.5–24.5) 21.0 (18.8–33.0) 31.0 (18.5–41.5) n = 79 0.0003a 0.1527 0.1143 0.0003a

FARS-ADL/max worse 22 0 (0–1.0) 0 (0–1.8) n = 35 5.0 (2.5–9.0) n = 77 <0.0001a 0.2119 <0.0001a <0.0001a

Functional stage/max worse 7 0 (0–0) n = 37 0 (0–1.0) 2.0 (1.5–2.3) n = 79 <0.0001a 0.0132a <0.0001a <0.0001a

EQ-5D/max worse 100 90.0 (80.0–90.0) 87.5 (80.0–96.3) 79.0 (70.0–85.0) n = 79 <0.0001a 0.8391 0.0003a 0.0004a

INAS count/max worse value 16 0 (0–1.0) 1.0 (0–2.0) 3.0 (2.0–4.0) n = 79 <0.0001a 0.003a <0.0001a <0.0001a

Upper motoneuron signs 2 (5.1) 11 (30.6) 41 (51.9) n = 79 <0.0001a 0.034a 0.1551 <0.0001a

Hyperreflexia 2 (5.1) 11 (31.4) n = 35 34 (43.0) n = 79 0.0001a 0.0289a 0.6296 0.0003a

Extensor plantar reflex 0 (0) n = 37 1 (2.9) n = 34 8 (10.7) n = 75 0.0587 — — —

Spasticity 0 (0) 0 (0) 17 (21.5) n = 79 0.0001a — 0.024a 0.0171a
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Table 2 Characteristics of the Patients With a Pathologic ATXN3 Expansion According to the Subgroup (Control, Preataxic, and Ataxic) (continued)

Variable

READISCA participants p Value

Control group (n = 39) Preataxic group (n = 36) Ataxic group (n = 80) Global Control-preataxic Preataxic-ataxic Control-ataxic

Lower motoneuron signs 0 (0) 3 (8.3) 27 (34.2) n = 79 <0.0001a 0.4577 0.0263a 0.0005a

Fasciculations 0 (0) 3 (8.3) 26 (32.9) n = 79 <0.0001a 0.4577 0.0356a 0.0007a

Muscle atrophy 0 (0) 1 (2.8) 2 (2.5) n = 79 0.5929 — — —

Paresis 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (3.8) n = 79 0.234 — — —

Extrapyramidal signs 0 (0) 1 (2.8) 12 (15.2) n = 79 0.0077a 0.9992 0.2641 0.0806

Resting tremor 0 (0) 0 (0) n = 35 3 (3.9) n = 77 0.2297

Rigidity 0 (0) 1 (2.8) 5 (6.4) n = 78 0.2232 — — —

Dystonia 0 (0) 0 (0) 4 (5.1) n = 79 0.1424 — — —

Areflexia 4 (10.3) 2 (5.7) n = 35 31 (39.2) n = 79 <0.0001a 0.9593 0.0029a 0.0102a

Impaired vibration sense at ankles 3 (7.7) 13 (36.1) 47 (59.5) n = 79 <0.0001a 0.0248a 0.1042 <0.0001a

Chorea/dyskinesia 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (2.5) n = 79 0.3822 — — —

Nystagmus 2 (5.1) 8 (22.2) 56 (70.9) n = 79 <0.0001a 0.1854 <0.0001a <0.0001a

Ophthalmoparesis 0 (0) 1 (2.8) 18 (22.8) n = 79 0.0003a 0.9992 0.055 0.0123a

Dysmetric saccades 1 (2.6) 3 (8.3) 53 (67.1) n = 79 <0.0001a 0.837 <0.0001a <0.0001a

Diplopia 0 (0) 7 (19.4) 41 (53.2) n = 77 <0.0001a 0.0445a 0.0063a <0.0001a

Urinary dysfunction 1 (2.6) 3 (8.3) 25 (31.6) n = 79 0.0001a 0.837 0.0477a 0.0037a

Dysphagia 0 (0) 5 (13.9) 31 (39.2) n = 79 <0.0001a 0.1506 0.0437a 0.0001a

Cramps 3 (7.7) 9 (25) 50 (63.3) n = 79 <0.0001a 0.2249 0.0015a <0.0001a

Abbreviations: CCAS = Cerebellar Cognitive Affective Syndrome; CCFS = Composite Cerebellar Functional Severity Score; EQ-5D = EuroQol 5D; FARS-ADL = Friedreich Ataxia Activities of Daily Living; FSS = Fatigue Severity Scale;
INAS = Inventory of Nonataxia Signs; NfL = neurofilament light chain; PHQ-9 = Patient Health Questionnaire 9; SARA = Scale for the Assessment and Rating of Ataxia; SCA1 = spinocerebellar ataxia type 1; SCA3 = spinocerebellar
ataxia type 3.
Data are expressed as median (IQR) or frequency (%). N are mentioned only for the cells with missing data.
a Significant p-value (<0.05).
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light chain (NfL) levels were measured in duplicate using an
ultrasensitive single-molecule array on the Simoa HD-1 Analyzer
(Quanterix), as previously established.30

Statistical Analysis
Quantitative values are expressed as median (first quartile-third
quartile) and qualitative variables as frequency (%). Comparisons
between controls, expansion carriers without ataxia, and patients
with ataxia were performed using the Kruskal-Wallis test for
quantitative variables and the χ2 test for qualitative variables. For
significant differences in quantitative values, Dunn adjusted pair-
wise comparisons were performed. “p_CP,” “p_CA,” and “p_PA,”
respectively, refer to the p value of the pairwise test of controls vs
preataxics, controls vs ataxic, and preataxics vs ataxic. For significant
differences in qualitative values, the 2 degrees of freedom χ2 test
was performed for pairwise comparisons. For SARA comparisons,
a Wilcoxon test was performed between controls and expansion
carriers without ataxia only. For the INAS signs that were signifi-
cantly different between controls and preataxic participants, NfL
levels were compared between those with and without the sign
using a Student t test. Correlations between quantitative variables
were tested using Pearson correlation tests. To evaluate the
agreement between the predicted and the reported age at ataxia
onset among the patients with ataxia, Bland-Altman plots were
created withmarked 95% limits of agreement. Statistical tests were
performed at the conventional 2-tailed type I error of 0.05. Data
were analyzed using R version 3.4.0 (R Core Team, 2018).

Data Availability
The clinical and imaging data from READISCA are available
from the NIMH Data Archive.31

Results
Among the 200 participants (Figure 1), 45 were carriers of a
pathologic ATXN1 expansion including 31 patients with
ataxia with a median SARA score: 9 (7–10) and 14 expansion
carriers without ataxia with a median SARA score of 1 (0–2).
There were 116 carriers of a pathologic ATXN3 expansion,
including 80 patients with ataxia (SARA 7 [6–9]) and 36
expansion carriers without ataxia (SARA 1 [0–2]). In addi-
tion, among the at-risk participants, 27 did not carry a path-
ologic expansion in ATXN1 or ATXN3 (0 [0–1]) (Tables 1
and 2). One hundred fifty-five participants were included in
the United States, 25 in France, and 20 in Germany. The
characteristics at baseline were comparable regarding age, sex,
age at onset, expanded CAG repeat length, and SARA (eTa-
ble 2, links.lww.com/WNL/C643).

Comparisons Between Controls, Expansion
Carriers With and Without Ataxia
For both groups, patients with ataxia were older (SCA1 me-
dian: 47 [41–54], SCA3: 49 [41–54]) than both the preataxic
participants (SCA1: 39 [34–46], p_PA = 0.0619; SCA3: 36

Figure 2 Distribution of Significantly Different Signs

Hyperreflexia (light gray), diplopia (black), and impaired vibration sense at ankle (gray) (panels A and C) and NfL levels (panels B and D) among controls,
preataxic and ataxic carriers with a pathologic ATXN1 (panels A and B) and ATXN3 (panels C and D) expansion. INAS = Inventory of Nonataxia Signs; NfL =
neurofilament light chain.
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[32–41], p_PA = 0.0001) and the controls (38 [31–47],
SCA1: p_CA = 0.0092, SCA3: p_CA = 0.0009) (Tables 1 and
2). As expected, they had significantly more severe cerebellar
and functional scores than expansion carriers without ataxia.

It is of interest that extracerebellar signs were already present
in expansion carriers without ataxia with an INAS count sig-
nificantly higher in expansion carriers without ataxia than in
controls for both SCAs (p = 0.0004 for SCA1 and p = 0.003
for SCA3). Expansion carriers without ataxia had significantly
more upper motoneuron involvement, mainly hyperreflexia,
than the controls (SCA1: p = 0.0003, Figure 2A, SCA3: p =
0.034, Figure 2C). Hyperreflexia was already present in 61%
of the preataxic SCA1 and in 31% of the preataxic SCA3
individuals (Tables 1 and 2). Even spasticity at gait was al-
ready observed in 31% of the preataxic SCA1 participants. In
addition to the corticospinal signs, SCA3 expansion carriers
without ataxia showed significantly more impaired posterior

column signs indicating the presence of afferent deficit oc-
curring before cerebellar ataxia (36% preataxic patients with
decreased vibration sense at ankles, p = 0.0248).

Ataxic stages were predominated by upper motor neuron
disease and decreased vibration sense as well as cognitive signs
on CCAS in addition to cerebellar ataxia in SCA1. SCA3
ataxic individuals had a more diffuse disease, with upper and
lower motor neuron, as well as extrapyramidal and oculo-
motor signs being significantly more frequent compared with
controls and preataxic participants. After adjustment for the
expanded CAG repeat length, the differences between ex-
pansion carriers without ataxia and with ataxia remain similar.
In both groups, patients with ataxia had higher PHQ-9 and
FARS-ADL scores than controls, while the scores of fatigue
and quality of life were significantly higher (worse) in SCA3
but not in SCA1, probably explained by more urinary dys-
function and dysphagia in SCA3 patients with ataxia.

Figure 3Plot of Differences Between the Estimated Age at AtaxiaOnset and the Reported Age atOnset vs theMean of the 2
Measurements for Patients With SCA1 (Panel A) and SCA3 (Panel B)

The solid line corresponds to the absence of differences. The bias (dotted lines) is −0.26 (−16.10 to 15.6) for SCA1 and −1.54 (−21.00 to 17.91) for SCA3. SCA1 =
spinocerebellar ataxia type 1; SCA3 = spinocerebellar ataxia type 3.
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Estimated Age at Onset and Time From Onset
Based on the formulas by Tezenas et al. (SCA1) and Peng
et al. (SCA3), the estimated age at onset was derived from the
CAG repeats. It explained 42% of the reported age at onset
variance for SCA1 and 33% for SCA3. Bland-Altman plots
showed no mean bias between reported ages at onset com-
pared with estimated ages for both SCAs, the difference
between reported and estimated ages at onset not being sig-
nificantly different from 0 (SCA1: −0.26 [−16.10 to 15.60],
SCA3: −1.54 [−21.00 to 17.91]) (Figure 3). However, in
SCA1, patients with older ages at onset had onset later than
what was expected (Figure 3A, r = −0.44, p = 0.021).

For both SCAs, the estimated time from onset was correlated
with all the tested clinical outcomes except for PHQ-9, FSS
and EQ-5D for SCA1 (Table 3): the longer the estimated
time from onset, the more severe the clinical outcomes.

Plasma NfL
The mean NfL values differed significantly between all groups,
preataxic participants being intermediate between controls and
patients with ataxia (Table 1, Figure 2, B and D). The mean
NfL levels were significantly higher at the preataxic stage than
in healthy individuals in SCA1 (18.0 pg/mL [12.3–21.9] vs 5.7
[4.3–7.2]; p < 0.0001) and in SCA3 (19.8 pg/mL [13.9–27.3];
p < 0.0001). These differences remain significant after adjust-
ment for the expanded CAG repeat length. This is not
explained by age difference; the controls and expansion carriers
without ataxia had similar ages. Among carriers (preataxic and
patients with ataxia), participants with higher NfL values had
longer estimated diseased duration (r = 0.633, p < 0.0001),
higer SARA (r = 0.756, p < 0.0001), higher CCFS (r = 0.362,

p = 0.0084), and higher INAS count (r = 0.740, p < 0.0001). In
addition, themeanNfL levels were higher for SCA1 patients with
decreased vibration sense at ankles (35.5 ± 17.9 vs 21.9 ± 10.7,
p = 0.023) and SCA3 patients with diplopia (31.6 ± 8.6 vs 18.2 ±
13.3, p = 0.0009) (eTable 3, links.lww.com/WNL/C643).

Discussion
In the READISCA study, 200 individuals, 161 carriers of
pathologic repeats in ATXN1 or ATXN3 and 39 controls,
were included to be followed over time in a multicenter, in-
ternational study. The baseline data are reported here. Our
findings indicate a separation of the disease course of ex-
pansion carriers without ataxia from healthy controls, con-
tinuing into very early-stage SCA1 and SCA3. This builds on
what we have learned from the RISCA study, that included 50
SCA1 and 26 SCA3 carriers among other CAG repeat SCAs.3

Cramps were present in 23% of the preataxic READISCA
SCA1 patients and in 40% of the RISCA carriers.3 The most
prevalent sign was early upper motor neuron impairment in
61% of preataxic SCA1 individuals in the READISCA study.
In RISCA, corticospinal signs were also significantly more
frequent in SCA1 carriers.4 It had been shown that central
motor conduction time is increased at the preataxic stage in
SCA1.32 This underpins the early corticospinal involvement
in SCA1.32 In preataxic SCA3, corticospinal involvement was
associated with sensory deficit reflecting a combined alter-
ation of long axons. In addition, diplopia distinguished the
preataxic SCA3 group from controls, which could be due to
early cerebellar signs that create disconjugated eye move-
ments. Similar eye movement alterations have been evidenced

Table 3 Correlations of the Estimated Time From Onset With the Clinical Outcomes and NfL Levels

SCA1 (n = 45) SCA3 (n = 116)

r (95% CI) p Value r (95% CI) p Value

CCFS 0.412 (0.068 to 0.669) 0.021 0.354 (0.169 to 0.516) <0.001

SARA 0.68 (0.477 to 0.814) <0.001 0.545 (0.402 to 0.662) <0.001

Axial SARA 0.644 (0.426 to 0.791) <0.001 0.556 (0.415 to 0.671) <0.001

Appendicular SARA 0.652 (0.437 to 0.796) <0.001 0.407 (0.242 to 0.549) <0.001

CCAS −0.374 (−0.617 to −0.067) 0.019 −0.215 (−0.389 to −0.026) 0.026

PHQ-9 −0.016 (−0.315 to 0.286) 0.92 0.063 (−0.122 to 0.244) 0.503

FSS 0.13 (−0.181 to 0.418) 0.411 0.149 (−0.036 to 0.324) 0.114

FARS-ADL 0.556 (0.304 to 0.736) <0.001 0.381 (0.209 to 0.529) <0.001

EQ-5D −0.261 (−0.524 to 0.046) 0.095 −0.251 (−0.415 to −0.07) 0.007

NfL, pg/mL 0.633 (0.388 to 0.794) <0.001 0.407 (0.222 to 0.564) <0.001

Abbreviations: CCAS = Cerebellar Cognitive Affective Syndrome; CCFS = Composite Cerebellar Functional Severity Score; EQ-5D = EuroQol 5D; FARS-ADL =
Friedreich Ataxia Activities of Daily Living; FSS = Fatigue Severity Scale; INAS = Inventory of Nonataxia Signs; NfL = neurofilament light chain; PHQ-9 = Patient
Health Questionnaire 9; r = Pearson correlation coefficient; SARA = Scale for the Assessment and Rating of Ataxia; SCA1 = spinocerebellar ataxia type 1; SCA3 =
spinocerebellar ataxia type 3.
The estimated time fromonset is the difference between the age at the visit and the predicted age at ataxia onset based on the patient’s size of expanded CAG
repeat.
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by a video-oculography recording in 28 Brazilian preataxic
SCA3 carriers from the BIGPRO cohort.6 These patients
were 4.2 years before median predicted onset, and the slow-
phase velocity of gaze-evoked nystagmus correlated time to
onset.6 Baseline analysis in the RISCA cohort showed a higher
rate of horizontal gaze-evoked nystagmus in SCA3 carriers,
but no difference of the abnormalities, such as decreased vi-
bration sense and increased reflexes, as found in READISCA.
This could be due to the younger age in the RISCA cohort
compared with READISCA (28 years vs 36 years) and that
RISCA participants were further away from the predicted age
at ataxia onset (9 years vs 2 years but with different models
used for these predictions). Thus, READISCA preataxic car-
riers were more advanced in the pathologic disease stage.

In ataxic stages, CCAS showed cognitive alterations in 50% of
SCA1 and 43% of SCA3 in line with a previous study using a
less specific cognitive evaluation.33 Comorbid depression was
also reported common in SCA, up to 26%.34 There were
differences according to the geographical origin of the cohorts
with suicidal ideation that was present in 65% in SCA3 in the
US CRC-SCA cohort5 and major depressive syndrome in
12% in the EUROSCA cohort.35 In READISCA, depression
as assessed by PHQ-9 was already present in SCA3 at the
preataxic stage, but not significantly different from controls.
Both SCA1 and SCA3 patients were more depressed than
controls in the ataxic stage. This could be alleviated by early
psychological support and treatment with selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitors.9

NfL is a very early biomarker that increases either with the
speed of neurodegeneration or with its spread in the nervous
system.36 In expansion carriers without ataxia, corticospinal
and posterior column axons are affected in SCA1 and SCA3,
and this could drive the NfL levels at that stage. In a recent
study on SCA1 NfL levels, there were 23 SCA1 preataxic
carriers and they had lower NfL levels than in our study (aged
25 years and 15.5 pg/mL [10.5–21.1] vs 39 years and 18.0 pg/
mL [12.3–21.9]).37 The increase can be explained by older
age but not by the clinical stage. Therefore, NfL allows
stratification for homogenous groups of expansion carriers
without ataxia, and the combination with other biomarkers
such as enotaxin can be promising.38

The strong correlations of estimated time from onset with
SARA, CCFS, CCAS scale, and NfL measurements suggest
that assessments reflected the underlying disease process and
might therefore be suitable for therapeutic surveillance. They
are correlated with the estimated time from onset that can be
negative in carriers and positive in early-stage patients. This
result showed that there is a continuous pathologic dysfunction
and that the concept of a threshold for disease onset as an event
should be abandoned.39 The continuing spread of neuro-
degeneration in hereditary diseases has been evoked through
evident neurodevelopmental deficits observed decades before
the “onset” of signs in the closely related Huntington disease.40

As the study included carriers before the onset of ataxia, we
did not use the participant-reported disease duration to cor-
relate with the current measures of functional status, which
would decrease the sample size, and thus the power, and bias
the analysis, omitting the preataxia participants. Instead, we
used the estimated time from onset derived from the esti-
mated age at ataxia onset based on the CAG repeat length
even if is well known that prediction of age at onset based on
the size of expanded CAG repeats can be substantially variable
especially in adult-onset patients. For SCA1 carriers, we used
our formula, which is the only 1 available.18 For SCA3 carriers,
a recently published new formula19 was used instead of our
formula.18 This new formula used a linear transformation
from the CAG repeat length, while our formulas used an
exponential transformation of a quadratic function of the
CAG repeat length. With our formula, patients with late es-
timated and reported onset showed an underestimated age at
onset, which was not the case with the Peng formula, in-
dicating a better use of CAG repeat size and its influence on
age at onset (data not shown).

A limitation of the study despite the multicenter setting is the
small sample size for the preataxic groups with SCA1 and
SCA3. Nevertheless, we were able to show differences be-
tween preataxic participants and healthy controls, which was
the focus of READISCA. Longitudinal data are needed to
analyze the predictive value of the presence of these symp-
toms before ataxia onset.

Predictability of SCAs by the presence of the pathologic CAG
repeat makes these diseases accessible for early intervention
before pathologic dysfunction. The findings from this study
have key relevance for informing strategies to counteract early
changes at the right time. They showed that preataxic features
could be detected, even in the absence of ataxia. We observed
that corticospinal signs for SCA1 and SCA3 and posterior
column signs with sensory ataxia for SCA3 are present in the
preataxic stage. These results combined with those of theMRI
analysis performed on a subset of this cohort41 support the
finding that neuronal dysfunction occurs many years before
the development of cerebellar ataxia.7 Until today, the pres-
ence of cerebellar signs had a diagnostic value in SCAs. The
alterations that we describe in preataxic SCA1 and SCA3
carriers who are ;6 years before estimated ataxia onset,
should be considered when selecting participants for future
therapeutic trials and not restrict the selection to patients with
cerebellar signs.
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